Iran votes on releasing hostages

Candidates feel impact of Iranian action

By Elizabeth Wright

President Carter feels the expected setback in Iran's action.

The United States is seeking to have an impact on the negotiations.

Bob Delano, Republican candidate for President, predicted that Iran's announcement would not be a factor in the election day.

The tapes that were released were a factor in the election.
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Another body found by Atlanta searchers

By Ray Parkin

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

The body of a 15-year-old boy found in a South Fulton County drainage ditch Feb. 15. This is the 16th child found dead in Atlanta this year. and the 17th in the metro area.

On Wednesday, a 15-year-old boy was found dead in the ditch near the intersection of Butts and Cobb roads.

Police are investigating the death as a possible murder.

The victim was identified as a 15-year-old boy from Fulton County.

Police said the body was discovered by a passerby who noticed blood on the street.

The cause of death is currently under investigation.

Police are asking anyone with information to contact them at 404-546-4000.

Radio ads promote parking garage

BAGHDAD, Iraq (UPI) — Radio ads to promote a new parking garage have been airing for one year in a Baghdad neighborhood.

The ads are being broadcast on the radio station that belongs to the government-owned television network.

In the ads, a woman is shown driving a car into the garage, which is located in the city's central business district.

The ads are part of a campaign to encourage people to use public transportation.

The city's transportation department said the campaign has been successful in reducing traffic congestion.

The ads feature local celebrities and politicians, and are broadcast during peak traffic times.

Police find body of missing child

In a small town in southern Iraq, police have found the body of a missing child.

The child, a 10-year-old boy, was reported missing by his family on Monday.

Police said they received a tip from a local resident who had seen the boy last.

The search was conducted with the help of local volunteers.

The boy was found dead in a field, with what appeared to be signs of torture.

Police said they are investigating the case as a possible murder.

Police said they are为重点 with identifying the victim and determining the cause of death.

The case has sparked outrage in the community, with many expressing concern for the safety of children.

A new Supreme Court rule is in effect

A new rule for Iowa audiologists has been implemented.

The rule, which went into effect on Jan. 1, requires audiologists to report any instances of harm or potential harm to a patient.

The rule was created in response to a growing number of cases involving audiologists who failed to report harmful actions.

In one case, an audiologist was found to have misrepresented a patient's hearing loss.

The rule is designed to ensure that audiologists follow ethical standards and protect patient safety.

The rule applies to all audiologists practicing in Iowa, including those who work for private practices and hospitals.

In addition, the rule requires audiologists to complete continuing education courses on ethical and legal issues.

Audiologists have praised the rule, saying it will help protect patients and improve the quality of care.

The rule is the latest in a series of moves to improve the regulation of Iowa audiologists.

In 2018, the Iowa Board of Audiology and Speech Language Pathology implemented a new licensing system.

The board also began requiring audiologists to pass a criminal background check.

The new rule is part of a broader effort to improve the regulation of Iowa audiologists and ensure patient safety.

Council will consider late-night parking fee

The city council is considering a new parking fee to be implemented during late-night hours.

The proposed fee would be in effect from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m., Monday through Friday.

The fee would be applied to all vehicles parked in the city's downtown area.

The city council will consider the proposal at its next meeting.

The fee is intended to help pay for maintenance and infrastructure improvements.

The council has not yet voted on the proposal, but it is expected to be included in the city's budget for the upcoming fiscal year.
Kosygin’s resignation gives no clue of Soviet upheaval

By John Malabar

An expert on U.S. Soviet relations disapprovingly Fitzsimons weeknd and making their case for Premier Aleksei Kosygin is a sign of political spilt
in the Soviet Union, saying instead that the Kremlin couldn’t handle the job anymore.

“Kosygin had a major effect in clearing up the air that the U.S. has hit the Soviet Union with,” a former

KGB official, now in the U.S., said. “It is a sign that the Soviet leadership is willing to let the Soviet people decide who the next leader will be.”

The absence of protest for Kosygin’s public service, which President Ronald Reagan has backed, is further proof that either Soviet people are tired of Kosygin’s politics.

“My impression is that the Soviet people are tired of Kosygin’s politics. He is seen as an old man, and I don’t think he is capable of leading the Soviet Union,” the former official said. “The Soviet people want a younger leader, someone who can bring about change.”

The official added that Kosygin’s resignation is a sign that the Soviet leadership is willing to let the people decide who the next leader will be. “The people want a younger leader, someone who can bring about change,” he said. “Kosygin is seen as an old man, and I don’t think he is capable of leading the Soviet Union.”

Despite the apparent lack of protest from Soviet people, the official said that the Soviet leadership is willing to let the people decide who the next leader will be. “The people want a younger leader, someone who can bring about change,” he said. "Kosygin is seen as an old man, and I don’t think he is capable of leading the Soviet Union.”

However, the official noted that the Soviet people are tired of Kosygin’s politics. “He is seen as an old man, and I don’t think he is capable of leading the Soviet Union,” he said. “The Soviet people want a younger leader, someone who can bring about change.”

The official added that Kosygin’s resignation is a sign of political spilt in the Soviet Union, saying instead that the Kremlin couldn’t handle the job anymore. “Kosygin had a major effect in clearing up the air that the U.S. has hit the Soviet Union with,” a former KGB official, now in the U.S., said. “It is a sign that the Soviet leadership is willing to let the Soviet people decide who the next leader will be.”

The absence of protest for Kosygin’s public service, which President Ronald Reagan has backed, is further proof that either Soviet people are tired of Kosygin’s politics. "The people want a younger leader, someone who can bring about change."
Readers defend Anderson votes as show of strength, conviction

Letters

To the editor:

Dollie Daniels, 32, a staff writer for the Daily Iowan, says the Iowa Senate should be proud of the vote it took on Monday, Oct. 30, regarding the ban of gay marriage. Daniels wondered whether the Senate's vote was in fact a reflection of opposition to gay marriage or whether it was simply a means of asserting strength to come back and continue fighting for it in future years.

The vote was a simple majority vote, and the majority consisted of Republicans. Daniels said the vote was a clear message to the gay community that the Senate is not yet ready to support gay marriage.

Daniels said that the Senate's vote was a clear message to the gay community that the Senate is not yet ready to support gay marriage.
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"United States can be proud of Carter's foreign policy record."
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Black vote
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Kids party with ghosts, goblins

By Adrian Wright

About 75 Iowa City children went out and goblin Friday night as a Halloween party for children sponsored by several Iowa groups.

The Afro-American Cultural Center, Iowa Student Senate, the National Association of Black Law Students, The Black Student Executive Council, and the National Museum of Afro-American History and Action sponsored a Halloween haunted house party at the cultural center.

The party was sponsored to increase understanding and awareness of the cultural center, all of whom are UI care center, organizations were very responsive.

There was a strong commitment on Halloween-haunted house party at the university. A Halloween party for children was important to black children because they don 't have any black stereotypes. They really liked the decorations, food and candy for the cultural center.
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The community and the organizations an opportunity to work together.
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Edwards is majoring in theater and psychology. The major agreed to let Edwards perform the stunt.

"I 'm really doing is playing the role of a true magician. And he is majoring in theater and psychology. The major agreed to let Edwards perform the stunt. As Edwards was hoisted up feet first, an observer put extra cash for the stunt.
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Michael Edwards celebrates Halloween in an unusual way.
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Photographer's delight: Halloween

This collage was made from photographs taken in downtown Iowa City on Halloween night.

Two gems in performance by San Francisco Ballet

By Judith Green
Alta Entertainment Letter

The last of San Francisco Ballet's three performances in Iowa City contained two dance groups that rivaled the company's virtuoso principals.

Marian McNaughton and Tracy Smuin, the company's senior director, presented a clever, charming, and thought-provoking program.

The program featured two ballets: "The Marriage of Arlequin and Columbine" by Lew Christensen, and "The Ballet of the Buffaloes" by Benjamin Herring.

The ballet "The Marriage of Arlequin and Columbine" was a delightful and whimsical dance that featured both humor and pathos.

The second ballet, "The Ballet of the Buffaloes," was a more serious and dramatic piece that explored themes of violence and destruction.

"The Ballet of the Buffaloes" was a transformative work that left a lasting impression on the audience.

The San Francisco Ballet's performance was a testament to the company's dedication to artistic innovation and excellence.

Footnotes

1. The program includes a variety of works, including "The Marriage of Arlequin and Columbine" by Lew Christensen, and "The Ballet of the Buffaloes" by Benjamin Herring.

2. The performances were well-received by the audience, who praised the dancers' skill and the overall production's execution.

3. The San Francisco Ballet's upcoming season will feature a variety of works, including new pieces by resident artists and guest choreographers.

Dr. Mildred Montague will speak on the philosophy and development of the associate degree in nursing
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(1-800) 555-1234

Take stock in America.

Three gems in performance by San Francisco Ballet

By Judith Green
Alta Entertainment Letter

The San Francisco Ballet's final performance in Iowa City was a triumphant gala that showcased the company's virtuoso principals.

Marian McNaughton and Tracy Smuin, the company's senior director, were in excellent form, delivering a robust and captivating performance.

The program featured two ballets: "The Marriage of Arlequin and Columbine" by Lew Christensen, and "The Ballet of the Buffaloes" by Benjamin Herring.

The ballet "The Marriage of Arlequin and Columbine" was a delightful and whimsical dance that featured both humor and pathos.

The second ballet, "The Ballet of the Buffaloes," was a more serious and dramatic piece that explored themes of violence and destruction.

"The Ballet of the Buffaloes" was a transformative work that left a lasting impression on the audience.

The San Francisco Ballet's performance was a testament to the company's dedication to artistic innovation and excellence.

Footnotes

1. The program includes a variety of works, including "The Marriage of Arlequin and Columbine" by Lew Christensen, and "The Ballet of the Buffaloes" by Benjamin Herring.

2. The performances were well-received by the audience, who praised the dancers' skill and the overall production's execution.

3. The San Francisco Ballet's upcoming season will feature a variety of works, including new pieces by resident artists and guest choreographers.

Dr. Mildred Montague will speak on the philosophy and development of the associate degree in nursing

Thursday, Nov. 8, 1980
7 p.m. Room 22

Sponsors: Administration of Nursing Students

Honey has a bank account
(1-800) 555-1234

Take stock in America.
Students meet to consider union

Students at the University of Iowa will meet this week to discuss the possibility of forming a union for graduate students.

The move is being considered by many students who feel that the university should be more involved in their lives and that they need a voice at the bargaining table.

Graduate students have been active in organizing this fall, and some say that they want a say in the decision-making process.

The university administration has been slow to respond to these concerns, and many students feel that they are being left out of important decisions.

Students are planning to meet this week to discuss the possibility of forming a union, and they hope that this will lead to a more open and inclusive environment.

---

Incredible as always!

HAFLER MODEL DH-200
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

"Considering the size and price of this kit form, we know of no other amplifier that offers as much value at the present time."

Radio Electronics - May 1978

The HAFLER DH200 delivers maximum performance with minimum complication (since complexity is usually synonymous with increased cost and decreased reliability),

- Rated at 100 watts
- THD@2000Hz = 0.016% at 100 watts
- THD@5000Hz = 0.005% for power outputs from 0.1 to 30 watts.

Benson at Clinton - 338-9383

Open 10am to 9pm, Fri & Sat 10am to 9pm, Thurs, Sat, 12-5. Sat 10-4.

Voted for by Iowaans for Jim Leach

There's a good reason why Jim Leach has earned the respect of newspapers across the country — his record.

---

Congressman Jim Leach
Newsmaker — Leader for the 1980's
Tri Delta lend hand at I.C. marathon

By Book Kent and Jane Hurd

From the 9 a.m. starting gun to the last thunder on the heartbeats that nearly could have been heard in the bleachers, the 26th annual I.C. Marathon around the Loop was an event to be remembered.

The runners crossing the finish line at the intersection of Gilbert and College Street received the usual cheers, applause and other plaudits in the form of cheers, drinks and medical attention. "It is a hard event but not because of the volunteer effort," said BASI: DEANIA: Of Des Moines was the first woman to enter the Iowa City event this year. BASI: DEANIA: is an experienced runner, in fact. BASI: DEANIA: finished the event in 2:46:28, a time better than that of thousands in the annual Iowa City Multiple Sclerosis event and the Penn State marathon offers more runners than the one here in Iowa City.

The top woman Kopf will win a quarter-barrel of drinking water. Each game must have a winner, including the tiebreaker game. The computers, used to time the runners, calculated the tiebreaker.

Banner belts Bulldogs a '10' after surprise win over Bama

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — On a scorching, Mississippi State University campus, a group of fans and students gathered outside the school's administration building.

A jubilation resulted in the drawing of a '10' by the scoreboard. Mississippi State's stunning 6-3 upset victory over No. 1 Alabama, snapping the Volunteers' nation's winning streak was shown in the nation at 42.

"We're overdue. We've beenput in art for a dozen. We've had our chances," said Coach Pat Dye, whose team last lost a game in 1979.

Mississippi State was 3-6-1 overall, 2-0-1 in the Southeastern Conference. The Bulldogs had not lost to Alabama since 1926. The two teams met in 1926 and 1939, with Alabama winning the games.

"This was our biggest win," said Dye. "It was our biggest win in a long time."

The Johnson County Coalition for the Iowa Equal Rights Amendment is proud to announce the names of those who have agreed to support and encourage the passage of the Iowa Equal Rights Amendment on our November 4th, 1980 Ballot.

Each $10 contribution supports women's rights and encourages the Equal Rights Amendment to become a part of Iowa's Constitution.

The Johnson County Coalition for the Iowa Equal Rights Amendment will be on hand to support the Amendment during the November election.

The Johnson County Coalition for the Iowa Equal Rights Amendment is proud to announce the names of those who have agreed to support and encourage the passage of the Iowa Equal Rights Amendment on our November 4th, 1980 Ballot.
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This presence is inessed in the senate. It can't be ignored... all these abilities enable him to win the admiration of nearly and Democrat Democrats like Jim Lirew, as well as the close friendship of the folks like Carolyn Newton. He can take off Barry Goldwater as he faces Kennedy for a vote.

Burlington Hawkeye

"He's an outstanding United States Senator." He's a good man. He's represented a cross section of the problems and hopes of his constituency.

U.S. Senator Lowell Weicker Republican (Connecticut)

"The time has come to restore confidence in the nation's military reserve force. The time has come to restore confidence in our military security."
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Swimmers claim moral victory in loss

Men runners ninth in Big Ten

Golfers inconsistent in meet

Photography, The Infinite Image

For U.S. Congress -
Jill Jarems or James Leach?

Check the Record.

Care For Our Poor

Government And Oil Company Waste:

To REDUCE BY PURCHASES,
FEDERAL TAX PROFITS
for non-essential, film
purchased, paid consultants, and printing expenditures, and to REDUCE TO $0 MILLION U.S. FEDERAL TAX DEDUCTIONS TAKEN BY AMERICAN OIL COMPANIES WORKING AROUND.

An amendment to the Concurrent Budget Resolution offered by Congressman David Obey, called for bureaucratic funds and corporate revenues to be spent on programs aimed at the elderly poor, the military retirement programs, mass transit systems, land and water conservation efforts, and Veterans Administration hospital care programs. Amendment lost on a narrow vote, March 6, 1980.

Soil Conservation And Land Preservation:

To PROVIDE ASSISTANCE FOR DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS AND FUNDING FOR SOIL CONSERVATION EFFORTS, HR. 2551, THE AGRICULTURAL LAND PROTECTION ACT, THE bill was killed by House vote.

Taxes And Inflation:

PASS THE KEMP-ROTH TAX BILL, A BILL DESIGNED TO GIVE THE LARGEST TAX BREAKS TO AMERICAS WEALTHIEST CITIZENS. If passed, the Kemp-Roth bill would have cut income taxes by 20 percent annually, before and future tax cuts going to those making more than $50,000 a year. If ever passed in 1976, Business Week Magazine predicted that the bill would have touched "off an inflationary explosion that would wreck the economy and imperil everyone on a fixed income." The tax bill was defeated.

Elected Jim Larew for Congress.

Iowa’s Choice.

ACCREDITED MEDICAL SCHOOL

NON-RESTRICTIVE ADMISSIONS

CENTRAL RECRUITING OFFICE

CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

17TH & CHERRY, DES MOINES, IOWA

215 E. Washington
354-4719

Phone: 515-239-0333
Fax: 515-239-0333

Monday - Friday

Monday-5:00

215 E. Washington
354-4719

For Our Poor:

To PROVIDE EMERGENCY FUEL ASSISTANCE,

Energy:


To ESTABLISH AN ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM: S. 3000 amendment requiring states on the Federal Energy Administration to apply residential customers on qualified home insulation installers and financing arrangements and to allow public utility companies to provide home insulation services, Aug. 2, 1977.

To ESTABLISH A STRONG WINDFALL PROFITS TAX: HR. 3919 Wyattp Pratt Tax to provide for a tax rate of 30 percent and a permanent tax on oil companies, adjusted for inflation, from 1978.

Government And Oil Company Waste:

To REDUCE BY $100 MILLION IN FEDERAL SPENDING FOR NON-ESSENTIAL FILM PURCHASES, PAID CONSULTANTS, AND PRINTING EXPENDITURES, AND TO REDUCE TO $0 MILLION U.S. FEDERAL TAX DEDUCTIONS TAKEN BY AMERICAN OIL COMPANIES WORKING AROUND.

An amendment to the Concurrent Budget Resolution offered by Congressman David Obey, called for bureaucratic funds and corporate revenues to be spent on programs aimed at the elderly poor, the military retirement programs, mass transit systems, land and water conservation efforts, and Veterans Administration hospital care programs. Amendment lost on a narrow vote, March 6, 1980.
Four teams head for Kinnick; IM playoffs near end

By Mike Rave

STAFF WRITER

Four teams head for Kinnick; IM playoffs near end

In the Iowa State 目 Coed basketball tournament, four teams will head for Kinnick Stadium to compete for the IM title.

The four teams are:

1. Roadrunners
2. Blue Motorcycle
3. North Tower
4. North Dakota

The Roadrunners and Blue Motorcycle have already qualified for the IM playoffs, while North Tower and North Dakota are on the bubble.

The IM playoffs will begin on Saturday, with the semifinals scheduled for Sunday.

If you're interested in attending the IM playoffs, be sure to check out the schedule and purchase tickets in advance.
Wisconsin

It was in Madison. It's not in Wisconsin. It was in the capital of the state of Wisconsin. The event was the opening of the state's legislative session. The speaker was a politician named Mr. Smith. The discussion was about the budget for the upcoming year.

The importance of agriculture was emphasized, and the need for increased funding for agricultural research was highlighted. The speaker also mentioned the role of technology in agriculture and the importance of investing in education and training for future farmers.

Despite the political differences, there was a common goal of ensuring the state's prosperity and the well-being of its farmers. The session concluded with a round of applause from both sides of the aisle, indicating a positive and collaborative atmosphere.

Replacing was the key word of the day. The replacement of old with new, the updating of systems, and the introduction of new technology were seen throughout the session. The importance of innovation and progress was underscored, and the need for continuous improvement was emphasized.

In conclusion, the session was a testament to the commitment of the Wisconsin legislature to the betterment of the state. The focus on agriculture, technology, and education showed a forward-thinking approach towards the future of Wisconsin. The closing of the session marked the beginning of a new chapter, one that promises growth and development for the state.
The Hawks, the Chicago Bulls team physician. "It wasn't late last week that may force him to sit on the injured list.

"I knew weltlll... " He said. "We need a good, strong quarterback. In earlier games, Bortz and..."

"The Hawks already lost to Hatch's advice. Five Iowa runners scored in their best times of the season."

"It wasn't easy, they got everyone going," he said. "To the captain."